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ABSTRACT 
We consider the problem of locating within a specified tolerance the point at which 
a unimodal function of one variable assumes its maximum value. Parallel search 
policies are considered in which a sequence of k-tuples of function evaluations is made, 
with the selection of each k-tuple dependent on the outcomes of all previous function 
evaluations. Search policies for the maximum are obtained which are optimal in the 
minimax sense. 
INTRODUCTION 
In a paper publ ished in 1953 [2], J. Kiefer considered the problem of  
locating, within a specified tolerance, the point  at which a unimodal  
function of  one variable assumes its maximum value. Kiefer showed that, 
i f  L, the length of  the interval of  definition of  the function, satisfies 
F~-a ~ L < F~, where F,~ is the n-th F ibonacci  number,  then r function 
evaluations, and no smaller number, will always suffice to locate the 
maximum point within a unit interval. 
The search policies which Kiefer considers are sequential, i.e., the 
points at which to compute the function are chosen one at a time, with 
each selection dependent on the results of  previous evaluations. In this 
paper we extend Kiefer's result to the case of paral lel  search policies.* 
We have in mind the use of a computer  which can perform arithmetic 
operations in parallel, and so can simultaneously compute the values of  
the unimodal  function at k points. Thus, we consider policies in which a 
* Note Added in Proof. The existence of the paper [3] has come to the attention of 
the authors. In [3], a treatment is given of the problem considered in the present paper. 
The optimal search policies obtained in [3] and in the present paper are essentially 
identical. The formulation of the problem and the proof of optimality are developed 
differently in the present paper, with explicit reatment of certain points (Theorem 1, 
Propositions 8, 9 and 10 and Lemma 1) implicitly assumed in [3]. 
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sequence of k-tuples of function values is determined, with the next 
k-tuple of points to be computed ependent on the results of all previous 
evaluations. Our main result is a minimax theorem analogous to Kiefer's: 
if L satisfies G~.(k) <. L < G~.+l(k) then r q- 1 k-tuples of function evalua- 
tions, and (except when r = 0 or r = 1 and k is odd) no smaller number, 
will always suffice to locate the maximum point within a unit interval. 
Here, 
Gr(k) k q- 1 k q- 1 -- 2 (Gr_~(k) q- Gr_2(k)), Go(k) = 1, Gl(k) -- 2 ' k odd. 
k+2 
G~(k) -- 2 G~_~(k), Go(k) = 1, k even. 
We also state the solution of a discrete version of this problem in which 
the unimodal function is defined at L distinct points. 
The paper is organized with a view to making the description of the 
optimal policies as accessible to the reader as possible. Thus, these policies 
are presented somewhat informally in Section 1, and the precise definition 
of "policy" and a rigorous proof of optimality are deferred until Sections 2 
and 3. In Section 4 we compare the efficiency of k-fold sampling of 
function values with that of the strictly sequential procedure. 
1. OPTIMAL SEARCH PROCEDURES 
PROPOSITION 1. 
PROPOSITION 2. 
PROPOSITION 3. 
PROPOSITION 4. 
~ [x, z]. 
DEFINITION 1. A function f defined over the interval [0, L] and taking 
values in ( - -  0% + oo) will be called unimodal if there is a point ~ E [0, L] 
(the maximum point of f )  such that 
if x < y ~< ~, then f (x)  < f(y);  (a) 
if ~ ~< x < y, then f (x )  > f(y). (b) 
The following properties of unimodal functions are immediately evident. 
I f  x < y and f (x)  >~ f(y), then ~ ~< y. 
I f  x < y and f (x)  <~ f(y),  then 2 ~> x. 
I f  x < y and f (x)  = f(y),  then 2 s [x, y]. 
I f  x < y < z, f (x)  <. f (y)  and f (z)  <~ f(y), then 
These propositions indicate how measurements and comparisons of 
values of an initially unknown unimodal function can be used to reduce 
the interval in which ~ may be said to lie. We shall exhibit policies for 
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choosing successive k-tuples of points at which to make function evalua- 
tions such that, if L < G~(k), then, no matter which unimodal function is 
presented, its maximum point will be located to within a unit interval 
after at most r k-tuples of evaluations. The optimality of these policies 
will be established in Section 3. 
The policies are defined as follows: Let 
L = OG~(k), 0<0 < 1 
k odd 
L =G, (k ) - -~  0 <e < 1" 
k even 
Evaluate f (x )  at the points Xl, x~ .... x~, where 
x2, = Ot(G~_z(k) -k Gr_~(k)) 
k - -1  
t = 1,..., 2 
x2~+1 = O((t -]- 1)Gr_2(k) .-f- tGr_x(k)) 
k - -1  
t = 0,..., 2 
k odd 
IOGr-21OGr-= I0%1 ' lOG r-, I 
0 x I xz x3 Xk L=OGr 
k odd 
x~t = tGr-l(k) 
X2t_  1 = X2t  - -  E 
k 
t= l  ..... ~- 
k even 
Gr- I  Gr- I  
0 x I x z x3x 4 L :Gr .E  
k even 
These measurements decompose [0, L] into k + 1 subintervals such that 
each pair of adjacent subintervals has one member of length 
OG~_l(k) k odd G~_l(k) --  e k even 
and one member of length 
OG~_2(k) k odd ] e k even. 
I f  xn is the point at which the maximum observed value o f f  occurs, then 
* The restriction that ~ < 1 is imposed solely for convenience in exposition. 
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by Propositions 1-4 the maximum point of f lies in the subinterval 
[xh_a, xh+d (with the convention that x0 = 0 and xk+~ = L). 
Suppose that 
Xa -- Xh-z = OGr-l(k) 
xh+a -- xn = OG~_2(k ) k odd 
xh -- xh-1 = G~-a(k) -- 
x~+l - -  xh = ~ k even 
(The "mirror images" of these cases may be treated symmetrically.) At the 
second step evaluate fa t  the points Xh-x + Ya ..... xh_l + Yk, where 
Y~t = Ot(G~_3(k) + G~_~(k)) 
k - -1  
t = 1,..., 2 
Y2t+l = O((t @ 1)G~_~(k) + tGr_~(k)) 
k- -1  
t = 0,..., 2 
k odd 
OGr- I 
Xh_ I x h Xh+ I 
Y2e = tG~_~(k) 
Y2t-1 ----- Y2t - -  
k 
k even 
Gr  -I  
Gr-z 
I I'1 ' I'1 
Xh. I X h Xh+ I 
These measurements, ogether with the one at xh, decompose the interval 
[xh-1, Xh+x] into k + 2 subintervals uch that each pair of adjacent 
subintervals has one member of length 
OG,_2(k) k odd Gr_2(k) -- E k even 
and one member of length 
OG~_~(k) k odd ] 
I 
E k even 
Furthermore the position of the maximum point of f is confined to an 
interval of length 
O(Gr_2(k) + G~_3(k)) k odd I G~_2(k) k even 
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with a measurement which is equal to the maximum observed value thus 
far and which is located at a distance 
OG~._2(k) k odd I Gr_2(k) -- E k even 
from one end of the interval. 
At a general step, after s k-tuples of measurements have been made, the 
maximum point of f is confined to an interval which is divided by an 
internal measurement into a subinterval A of length 
OG~_~(k) k odd G~_~(k)--e k even 
and a subinterval B of length 
OGr_(,~+l)(k) k odd k even 
The next k-tuple of measurements divides A, the longer of the two sub- 
intervals, into k q- 1 pieces which alternate in length between 
and 
OG~_(~+l)(k) 
OG~_(s+2)(k) k odd 
and 
Gr- (s+l ) (k )  - -  E 
E k even 
in such a manner that the subinterval of A adjacent to B is of length 
OGr_(s+2)(k) k odd 
OGr-s 
'[~ "1 1~176 
Gr- (s+l ) (k )  - -  E k even  
Gr_~ 
,A, 
I I'1"" I"1 I'1 
This process continues for 
1 steps k odd I r steps k even r 
after which the maximum point is confined to an interval 
[a, a q- O(Go(k) + Gl(k))] k odd [a, a q- G0(k)] k even 
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with an internal observation at a distance 
OGo(k) k odd E k even 
from one end. In  the case of  even k, the search process is complete at this 
point, since the maximum point is confined to a unit interval. In the 
case of odd k, assume that the internal observation is located at 
a + OGo(k) = a + O. The final k-tuple of points is (zl ..... z~), where 
and 
k - -1  
z~t=a+(t+l )  0, t= l  ..... 2 
z~t+x = a + (t + 1) 0 + 0(1 - -  0), t ---- 0, 1 ..... - -  
k- -1  
0 0 
e f 2 9 . . .  r O z 
I I ~ I I I I 
L z, zz Zk J 
Y 
OGl(k) 
Thus, at the last step, the interval [a, a + O(Go(k) + Gl(k))] is divided by 
k + 1 internal observations into k + 2 subintervals uch that the total 
length of  two adjacent subintervals is either 0 + 0(1 - -  0) < 1 or/9 < 1. 
Wherever the largest of  the k + 1 observations lies, the maximum point 
o f f  is confined to an interval of  length less than one, and the process is 
complete. 
2. POLICIES 
Our next objective is to show that the constructions given in Section 1 
are optimal in the minimax sense. To do so, we must establish that, if 
L >/ G,.(k), then any policy for the choice of successive k-tuples of  points 
at which to observe the value of  an unknown unimodal function must, in 
some cases, require more than r k-tuples of observations in order to locate 
the maximum point to within a unit interval x
In order to undertake a proof  of  optimality we must give precise 
definitions of  a policy, of  the application of  a policy to a unimodal func- 
tion, and of the length of such an application. The formulation of  these 
x A precise statement taking account of exceptions when r ----- 0 and r = 1 is given 
in Theorem 2 below. 
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definitions is based on the fact that all valid inferences about the position 
of the maximum point follow from Propositions 1-4. Thus, in order to 
make the definitions plausible, we first establish the "logical completeness" 
of these propositions. 
Throughout he following discussion the interval of  definition I = [0, L] 
of  unimodal functions, and k, the number  of observations taken at a time, 
are fixed. 
DEFINITION 2. A finite subset 
do ---- {(xl,  Y0,.--, (x , ,  Y0} of  I • ( - -  0% + oo) 
is called eligible if there exists a unimodal function f such that 
f (x i )  = Yi , i = 1 ..... t. 
Such a unimodal function is said to be consistent with do. By convention, an 
eligible set is always indexed so that x~ < x~ < -'- < x , .  
THEOREM 1. Let ~e = {(Xl  ' Yl) ..... (x , ,  YO} be an eligible set. Then 
there is a unique interval [a, b] C I such that 
(i) every unimodal funetion f consistent with 8 has its maximum point in 
the closed interval [a, b]; and 
(ii) every point of  the open interval (a, b) is the maximum point of  some 
such function. 
Furthermore, the interval [a, b] is uniquely characterized as follows: 
(1) I f  do is the empty set, then [a, b] = L 
I f  do is not empty, let max {y~} = 37. 
(2) I f  yn = 37 and Yz < 37, l :/= h, then [a, b] = [xh-a, Xh+l ] ,  where 
x0 = 0 and xt+l = L. 
(3) I f  yn = Yn+1 = 37, then [a, b] = [x~,, x~+l]. 
PROOF: Since do is eligible, it is not possible to have Yh = Yg ---- 3 7 unless 
I g --  h [ -= 1. Thus, the three cases exhaust all possibilities. I f  6 ~ is empty 
then case (1) clearly defines [a, b] correctly. I f  do is not empty, then Proposi- 
tions 1-4 restrict the maximum point to the interval [a, b] defined in case 
(2) or case (3), so (i) follows. To prove (ii) choose an arbitrary ~ e (a, b), 
a real number :~ > 37, and a real number  Y0 < min {y~}. Construct a function 
g(x) defined by piecewise-linear interpolation between the following 
points (taken in order): 
(0, Yo), (xl,) '1) ..... (x , ,  yO,(L, Yo), (~, Y). 
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(0, Y0) is deleted from the list if x 1 = 0,  (L, Y0) is deleted if xt = L, and 
(~, 3~) is deleted if xh = g. It is easily checked that g is unimodal and 
consistent with E, and has s as its maximum point. This completes the 
proof. 
The following diagrams illustrate the construction of g in cases (2) 
and (3). 
7 
Yo Yo 
0 X 1 X2m 9 9 X h "~' Xh+ I Xh+ 2  9  9  9  t L. 
i 
o b 
Cose (2) 
0 X I X 2 9 9 9 X h "X' Xh+l  9  9 9 yt L 
Cos9 (5) 
DEFINITION 3. The interval [a, b] determined by r according to 
Theorem 1 is called the interval of pinning, and the observations in ~ are 
said to pin the maximum point to [a, b]. 
We are now in a position to define policies and study their properties. 
DEFINITION 4. A policy F is a function mapping eligible subsets of 
I • (-- ~,  § or) into the subsets of I consisting of k points. 
DEFINITION 5. The application of F to the unimodal function f, 
denoted [F, f ] ,  is a sequence Zo(f), 27x(f) .... of eligible sets defined re- 
cursively as follows : 
Zo(f) = % 
2?~+x(f) = S~(f)  W {(x, f(x))L x ~ F(Xm(f))}. 
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The sequence terminates as soon as, for some n, Zn(f)  pins the max imum 
point to an interval of length ~ 1. 
DEFINITION 6. The length )~([F,f]) of [F,f]  is determined as follows: 
if [F, f ]  is a finite sequence nding in Z , ( f ) ,  then ~([F, f ] )  = n; if [F, f ]  is 
an infinite sequence, then )~([F, f ] )  = oo. 
In Section 1 we exhibited (for each k) a policy F such that, if L < G,(k), 
then, for every unimodal function f ,  )~([F, f ] )  = r. The main theorem of 
the paper, establishing the optimality of this class of policies in the mini- 
max sense, can now be stated. 
THEOREM 2. Define G_l(k ) to be zero. Then 
min max h([F, f ] )  
F f 
is equal to: 
(1) O , / f L  = Go(k ) = 1, 
(2) 1, f f L  = Gl(k) = (k + 1)/2, k odd, and otherwise 
(3) n, t f  Gn_a(k) ~ L < Gn(k), n = O, 1 ..... 
The proof  of Theorem 2 will require some further concepts. We begin 
with the definition of an initialized policy, in which some observations are 
made available "free of charge." 
DEFINITION 7. An initialized policy is a pair (b = (S, F) consisting of a 
finite subset S of I and a policy F. 9 is said to be initialized by S, and is 
sometimes referred to as an (S, /)-policy. The application of 9 to the uni- 
modal function f,  denoted [4, f ] ,  is a sequence Z0(f), Za(f) .... of eligible 
sets defined recursively as follows: 
~o(f )  = {(x,f(x)}L x eS}, 
Z'm+10 r) = Zm(f)  U {(x, f(x))l  x e F(Zm(f))}. 
Conditions for the termination of the sequence and the definition of its 
length, denoted A([q~, f ] ) ,  are prescribed as in Definitions 5 and 6. 
Evidently, a policy F may be identified naturally with the initialized 
policy (% F). 
We may now introduce a cost function C(S, I), where I is an interval of  
the real line and S is a finite subset of I. 
DEFINITION 8. C(S,/) = mine max,, A([(S, F), f ] )  where f ranges over 
the unimodal functions defined on the interval / ,  and F ranges over all the 
(S, /)-policies, 
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DEFINITION 9. An initialized policy q~ = (S, F) defined with respect 
to I is called optimal if 
C(S, I) = max ~([~b,f]). 
i 
Thus, C(S, I)  is the minimum number of successive k-tuples of observa- 
tions which, taken together with initial observations at the points of S, 
will always enable the maximum point of a unimodal function to be 
pinned to an interval of length less than or equal to one. Clearly, there 
exist policies F such that 
max )~([(S, f ) , f ] )  < oo. 
f 
For this reason, and because very non-empty set of positive integers has 
a least element, it is clear that optimal initialized policies always exist. In 
Section 3 we inquire into the nature of optimal policies and give a proof of 
Theorem 2. 
3. PROOF of THE MAIN THEOREM 
We begin by assembling some elementary properties of the function 
C(S, I). 
PROPOSITION 5. 
C({xl ,..., x,}, [a, b]) = C({x 1 --  a,..., xt - -  a}, [0, b --  a]). 
PROPOSITION 6. Let q )= (%F) be an optimal (%/)-policy such 
that F(~o) = {Xl ..... xk}. Then 
C({x~ ..... x~), I) = c(% I) - 1. 
PROPOSITION 7. Let {xl ..... xk} be a subset of L Then 
C(S to {xl ,..., xk}, I)  >~ C(S, I )  - -  1. 
Propositions 5, 6, and 7 are nearly self-evident, and we omit their proofs. 
PROPOSITION 8. Let (I) be the open interval obtained by deleting the 
end points of L Then C(S, I )  = C (S n (I), I). 
PROPOSITION 9. Let I '  be a subinterval of L Then 
c(s  m (I'), r )  <~ c(s,  O. 
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As a step toward the proof  of Proposition 8, we shall introduce an 
equivalence relation over eligible sets and prove the existence of optimal 
policies which are constant over equivalence classes. The equivalence 
relation is defined as follows. Let o ~ = {(xi,y~), i = 1 ..... t} and 
~ '  = {(x~, y~), i = 1 ..... u} be eligible sets. Then r ~ r  if 
(i) t = u ,  
(ii) x~ = x~, i = 1 ..... t, 
and 
(iii) y~ < y~. <:~ y~ < y~, i = 1 ..... t, j = 1,..., t. 
We note the following simple properties of  this equivalence relation :
(i) if 6 ~ ~ g ' ,  then o ~ and o ~' determine the same interval of  pinning; 
(ii) if ~ = a~', then the equivalence classes reachable by taking a set 
{us, j = 1 ..... k} of  further observations are the same for 6 ~ as for 6 ~'; more 
precisely, if g ~ ~',  and F = 6 ~ u {(us, v~), j = 1 ..... k} is eligible, then 
there exists an eligible set F' = 6 ~' u {us, v~), j = 1 ..... k} such that F ~ F'. 
PROPOSITION 10. There exists an optimal (S, /)-policy /~ = (S, G) which 
is constant over equivalence classes; i.e., if ~ = E'  then G(o ~) = G(~'). 
PROOF: Let ~b = (S, F) be an optimal (S, /)-policy in which available 
observations are never repeated, i.e., an eligible set Zm(f) occurring in the 
application of  ~ to a function f contains exactly l S [ +mk pairs. We 
define G as follows. Let [6 ~] be an equivalence class. I f  no eligible set in [d] 
can arise in the application of (P to a unimodal function, then set G(~) 
equal to an arbitrary, but fixed, k-tuple of points for all e ~ ~ [r I f  some 
eligible set in [g] can arise in the application of  ~, choose such a set; let it 
be go- Then set G(~) = F(~0) for all ~ ~ [~]. With this definition of G, every 
eligible set which can arise at the m-th step of  the application of  F to a 
unimodal function must be equivalent to an eligible set which can arise at 
the m-th step in the application of  ~b to some unimodal function. But 
since ~ terminates in at most C(S, I) steps, and since equivalent eligible 
sets determine the same interval of pinning,/~ also terminates in at most 
C(S, I) steps. 
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 8. It suffices to consider the worst case, in 
which {0, L} C S. By virtue of Proposition 10, we may assume that there 
is an optimal (S, /)-policy F = (S, G) which is constant over equivalence 
classes and in which the initially given measurements o f f (0 )  and f(L) are 
never repeated. We shall construct from F an optimal (S n (I), I)  policy 
F*  = (S n (I), G*). I f  ~ = {(xl, y~)} is an eligible set containing no pair 
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of the form (0, y) or (L, y), then ~ • {(0, y), (L, y)} is eligible provided that 
y < y~ for all i. Then the equation 
c*(g)  = G(e w {(o, y), (L, y)}) 
defines G for such sets, and completely determines the application of F* 
to any unimodal function; because G is constant over equivalence classes, 
this definition does not depend on y, so long as y < y~ for all i. Given a 
unimodal function f, let g be a function that agrees w i th fon  (I), and such 
that 
y = g(O) = g(L) < min (f(0), f (L)) .  
Then g is also unimodal; moreover, if, at a given step in the application 
of / "  to g, the set of observations @u {(0, y), (L, y)} has been made, where 
(0, y) ~ C and (L, y) r ~, then, at the corresponding step in the application 
o f / ' *  to f, the set of observations ~ will have been made. But it follows 
from Theorem 1 that the eligible sets C and ~ va {(0, y), (L, y)} pin the 
maximum point to the same interval. Hence 
)t(1-'*, f )  .= 2~(1", g) <~ C(S, I), 
and, since f was arbitrary, 
c(s  n (1), i) <~ c(s, x). 
But dearly C(S, I) ~ C(S n (I), I), and the proof is complete. 
Proposition 9 evidently holds in the special case in which S n (I') = S, 
so that restricting the interval to be considered from I to (I') causes no 
observations to be lost. The validity of the proposition in general follows 
by induction on the number of observations outside (I'); the induction 
step uses Proposition 8, which justifies the discarding of end-point observa- 
tions. 
As a further preliminary to the proof of Theorem 2, we introduce the 
concept of a translation-invariant i itialized policy. 
DEFINITION 10. An initialized policy (b = (S, F) is called translation- 
invariant if, for any eligible set g = {(xl, Yl) ..... (x~, yt)} and any constant 
a,  
F({(X1 , Yl) , . . . ,  (X~, Yt)}) = F ({(X l  , Yl - -  a) , . . . ,  (x~,  yt - -  a)) ) .  
Since the eligibility of a set of observations i  preserved under translation, 
the definition makes sense. 
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LEMMA 1. For every choice of  an interval I and a finHe set S C_ I, there 
exists an optimal (S, I)-policy which is translation-invariant. 
PROOF: Suppose first that S is non-empty. Let ~ ~ S. Let q~ = (S, F) be 
an optimal (S, /)-policy. Consider the policy cb* : (S, F*) defined by 
F*({(x1, f (xl)),..., (xt , f (xt))} ) = F({(Xl, f (x l )  - f (2) ),..., (xt , f (xt) -/(2))}). 
Then tp* is translation-invariant and A(tb*, f )  = ~(~, f --  f(~)). Thus 
maxA(~* , f )  = max A(~, f )  ~< C(I,S),  
r {l i ft , I=0} 
and tp* is optimal. The proof  when S : ~v is similar, except that ~ ~ F(q~). 
We are now prepared to complete the proof  of Theorem 2. Restated in 
terms of the function C(S, I), Theorem 2 becomes: 
C(% [0, L]) is equal to: 
0/ fL  ~< 1; 
r § 1 if Gr(k) < L < G~+l(k); 
k+ l  
1 if k is odd and L ---- Gl(k) =- 2 ' 
r + 1 if L ---- G,.(k) except when r : 0 or r = 1 and k is odd. 
Of  the four assertions made in the theorem, the first is self-evident9 The 
third assertion follows from the existence of a policy which, at the first 
step, takes observations at the points 1/2, 1, 3/2 ..... k/2; whatever the 
outcome of these observations, the maximum point is pinned to a unit 
interval. The constructions given in Section 1 show that, if L < Gr(k), 
then C(%[0, L]) ~ r. Thus, only the following statements remain to be 
proved: 
LEMMA 2. Let k be odd. I f  C(% [0, L]) = 1 then L ~ G~(k). I f  r ~ 2 
and C(% [0, L] ~ r then L < G~(k). 
LEMMA 3. Let k be even. I f  r >/ 1 and C(% [0, L]) ~ r then L < Gr(k). 
PROOF OF LEMMA 2: Suppose C(% [0, L]) ---- 1, and let ~ = (% F) be 
an optimal policy such that F(cp) = {xi ..... xk}. Then, since these observa- 
tions must pin the maximum point to a unit interval, regardless of  which 
observation gives the largest function value, every pair of  adjacent intervals 
into which (xl .... , xk) divides [0, L] must be of length less than or equal 
to 1. Hence, 
x2~+~ -- x~ ~< 1 and t = 0 ..... (k -- 1)/2, where x o = 0 and xk+ 1 : L. 
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Summing the (k + 1)/2 inequalities gives 
kq -1  
L~< 2 
This proves the first assertion in Lemma 2. To prove the second assertion, 
suppose r >~ 2 and C(p, [0, L]) ~< r. Let r = (cp, F) be an optimal policy 
such that F(cp) ~ {Xl ..... xk}. Then, by Proposit ion 6 (P6), 
C({xl ..... xk}, [0, L]) ~< r - -  1. 
Setting Xo = 0 and xk+~ = L and applying P9, 
C({xt}, [xt-1, xt+a]) ~< r - -  1, t = 1 ..... k. 
Let ~bt = ({xt}, Ft) be an optimal translation-invariant 
({x~}, [xH,  xt+x])-policy. 
Then, independently of the value of  f(xt), 
F,({(x,, f(x~))}) = {Yl ,---, Yk}- 
Since ~ is optimal, 
C({x~, Yl ..... Yk}, [Xt_x, Xt+x]) ~< r - -  2. 
Let us order the set {xt, Yl ,..., Yk} and denote the result by {zl ..... zk+~}. 
Then 
C({Zx ,..., zk+a}, [Xt-m, X~+x]) ~< r - -  2. (1) 
Applying P9, 
and 
Applying P7 to (2), 
C({zl ..... z~}, [x , -1 ,  z~+d)  ~< r - 2. 
C(l~o, [Zk+l , Xt+l] ) ~.~ r - -  2. (3) 
C(% [x, - i ,  ze+i]) <~ r - -  1. (4) 
Now consider the special case r = 2. Then, f rom (4) and the first assertion 
of Lemma 2, 
Z!e+I - -  X t_  1 ~ Gl(r). 
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Also, since C({zl ..... z~+l}, [Xt--1, Xt+l ] )= 0 in this case, each pair of 
adjacent intervals into which {za ..... Zk+l} divides the interval [x~-i, Xt+l] 
must be of length less than or equal to 1. 
Hence, 
x~+l --zk ~< 1. 
Since z k ~ zk+ 1,  
so  
Xt+ 1 - -Zk+ 1 < 1 = Go(k) ,  
xt+a - -  xt-1 < Go(k) + Gl(k). 
Summing over the values t = 1, 3, 5 ..... k, 
k+ l  
L< 
2 (60(k) + el(k)) ---- C~(k). 
The second assertion in Lemma 2 is thus proved for the case r = 2. To 
prove it in general, we proceed by induction on r(r > 2) taking the induc- 
tion hypothesis that Lemma 2 holds for values less than r. The induction 
step is as follows: 
From (3), (4), and the induction hypothesis 
x~+l - zk+l  < G~_~(k), 
Zk+ 1 - -X t -  1 < G~_x(k). 
Therefore xt+l -- xt_l < Gr_2(k) -t- G~_l(k), and summing over odd values 
of t, 
L<k+ 1 - - -T - -  (a~_~(k) + G~_l(k)) = G~(k). 
This completes the proof of Lemma 2. 
The proof of Lemma 3 requires the following preliminary Lemma. 
LEMMA 4. I f  k is even, and for some x e [0, L], C({x}, [0, L]) <~ r, then 
PROOF: When r = 0 the result is self-evident. Suppose the lemma is 
true for all integers less than r, and that C({x}, [0, L]) ~< r. Consider an 
optimal translation-invariant ({x}, [0, L])-policy, @ = ({x}, F), in which 
F({(x,f(x)}) is given, independently of f (x) ,  by {YI ..... Yk}. Since @ is an 
optimal policy, 
C({x, Yl ,--., Yk}, [0, L]) ~< r -- 1. 
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Let us order the set {x, yx ..... Yk} and denote the result by {z~ ..... Zk+a} 
Then, letting 0 = Zo and L = zk+2, it follows from P9 that 
C({z2t+l}, [z~, z2~+2]) ~< r --  1 t : 0, 1 ..... k/2. 
By induction hypothesis, 
Z2t+2-- Z2t ~ (~)  r-X, 
and summing over all t, 
k+2 ~ 
This completes the proof. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 3: Suppose k is even, r ~ 1, and C(% [0, L]) <~ r. 
Let 9 = (% F) be an optimal (% [0, L])-policy such that F(~) = {Yl ,..., Yk}, 
where Ya < Y2 < "'" < Yk. Then, by P6, C({ya ..... Yk}, [0, L]) ~ r --  1. 
Setting Y0 = 0, Yk+a = L. and applying P9, 
C({yi}, [Yi-1, Yi+a]) ~ r - -  1, i ---- 1, 2 ..... k. 
Hence, by Lemma 4, 
[ l k+2 ~-1 
y i+ l - -y i _ l  <~ ~----0--~1 , i=1 ,2  ..... k. 
Summing the k inequalities gives: 
(Ya --  Yo) + 2[(y2 --  Yl) -~- (Ya -- Y~) ~- "'" -[- (Y~ -- Y~-I)] "~- (Yk+l -- Yk)) 
\ 2 ! ' 
(k+2~-~ 
2L -- (y~ --  Yo) --  (Ye+l - -  Ye) ~< k \~-~1 , 
2L ~< k § (Yl --  Y0) + (Yk+t - -  Yk) 
-1  
This completes the proof  of  Lemma 3, and thus the proof  of Theorem 2 is 
complete. 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 
Theorem 2 makes it possible to assess the advantages in computation 
speed to be gained by using a computer which performs k function 
evaluations, rather than one, at a time. Let re(n, k) denote the number of 
successive k-tuples of observations required to pin the maximum point of 
a unimodal function to a unit interval, given that the pinning can be 
achieved by n successive single observations. Since 
G.(1) = F~ ~ (1.618)", 
whereas 
it follows that 
n k+2 
m(n,k)  '~ 1Ogx.61s ( ~ ) .  
Thus, the speed of computation i creases logarithmically as a function of 
k, the number of concurrent observations. 
Using methods exactly parallel to those of the present paper, we have 
solved a discrete version of the search problem, in which the unimodal 
function is defined at L distinct points. The number of k-tuples of observa- 
tions required to locate the maximum point is given by r, where 
H~._l(k) < L <~ Hr(k), except hat r = 0 when L = 1 and k is even, and 
r = lwhenL=kandk isodd .  
Here 
kq - I  
H,~(k) -- 2 (nn_l(k) + H._2(k)) + k, 
Ho(k ) = l, Hi(k) = k --  1, k odd; 
H..(k) --  k + 2 Hn_l(k ) q_ k, Ho(k ) = O, k even. 
2 
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